Serotonergic mechanisms in anxiolytic effect of tandospirone in the Vogel conflict test.
To clarify which 5-HT1A receptors, autoreceptors located in the raphe nuclei or post-synaptic receptors in the forebrain areas receiving a 5-HT input, mediate the anticonflict action of tandospirone (a 5-HT1A receptor-related anxiolytics), the behavioral effects of tandospirone were studied in 5,7-dihydroxytryptamine (5,7-DHT) treated rats. By measuring both monoamines and their metabolite levels and densities of [3H]8-OH-DPAT binding in 5,7-DHT-treated rat brain, we confirmed that pretreatment with 5,7-DHT destroyed 5-HT neurons selectively without affecting postsynaptic 5-HT1A receptors located on the postsynaptic neurons. This selective destruction produced no significant changes in the drinking behavior of rats in either punished or unpunished sessions of the Vogel conflict test. Furthermore, this destruction altered neither the effect of tandospirone on punished responding in this procedure nor the potency of tandospirone to induce a flat body posture in rats, which is known as the "serotonin behavioral syndrome". These results suggested that the anticonflict action of tandospirone may be produced, at least in part, by binding to postsynaptic 5-HT1A receptors and activating them as agonists, and not to 5-HT1A autoreceptors located on the cell bodies of 5-HT neurons.